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~ Volunteers are needed today
WEEK IN PREVIEW
: The American Humanics' Campus Connection Volunteer
· Center at MSU has identified numerous volunteer needs in the
community.
•4-H needs help in February with sewing class, omelet- mak• ing, snack making, speech and drama club and geology class.
' • The Family Resource Center wants to collect paper items in
· the residence halls for recycling.
' •The MSU Learning Center needs tutors in all subjects, espe1 cially mathematics.
•The YMCA has volunteer opportunities available in all areas.
•Murray Independent Schools need help in the library.
' If you are interested in volunteering for any of these organiza. 'tions ca11 Shannon Hall at 762-6117.

Friday, February 2
•Horse show · West Kentucky Exposition Center, 7 p.m. and 8
a.m. on Sat. and Sun. No admission charge. For more information
call (502)-965-2953.
.Cinema International • "Germinal," 7:30 p.m .. Curris Center
Theater. No admission charge.
•Movie ·Black movie marathon , 9 p.m.-3 a.m., Curris Center Large
Ballroom. Free popcorn and drinks.

Saturday, February 3
.Cinema International • MGerminal," 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. No admission charge.
•Dance • Black student council dance, 10 p.m.·2 a.m., Long John
Silver's, Curris Center, admission $2.

, Japan-America student conference
The annual Japan-America Student Conference (JASC), will
be held on July 21 at Washington University in St. Louis.
The JASC is a non-profit educational and cultural exchange
: program for university students from the U.S. and Japan.
f The $1 ,900 fee covers all food, lodging, group travel and mate~ rials for the duration of the conference.
1
The only requirements are U .S. citizenship or permanent resi' dence status and full-time student status.
f Details on the JASC program may be obtained by writing to:
j The Japan-America student conference, 2nd floor, 606 18th
. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, call (202}.-289-4231, Fax
(202)-789-8265 or E-mail:jascinc@access.digex.net

i

Sunday, February 4
-course -Murray State and Kaplan offer a test preparation course
for the MCAT through April 14, 2·6 p.m. every Sunday in the
Collins Industry and Technology Center, room 242. To register, call
the Office of Community Education at 762·2160.

Monday, February 5
-concert • Free concert featuring The Drovers, at noon in the
Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge. For more information call the
SGA office 762·6951.
•Speaker - Motivational speaker: Renee Rochester, "Real Hope for
a Real World," 6 p.m., Baptist Student Center.

I

: Potters can win cash
Area potters aged 20 to 30 (as of May 1, 1996) can win a mini: mum of $100 in a competition sponsored by the Kentucky chap} ter of the National Society of Arts and Letters.
\ NSAL is a nonprofit, volunteer organization dedicated to
assisting artists at the beginning of their careers.
1
; The first place Kentucky chapter winner will attend the NSAL
i convention/exhibition in St. Louis from May 16-19.
i The 30 chapter winners will compete for national awards
' totaling more than $10,000 plus a master class given by the
· national judges, David Shaner, Cynthia Bringle, Robert Tuner
and Honoree Ruth Duckworth.
The deadline for entries is Feb. 27. For more information write
1to Bardstown Art Gallery, P.O. Box 417, Bardstown, Ky, 40004
; or call (502)-348-6488.

t

fNominations for staff excellence
! The 1996 Staff Excellence Awards Nominations will be acceptled through Friday, Feb. 16. Nominations must be received by
t4:30 p.m.
i Send Nomination forms to: Staff Excellence Award, P.O. Box
12001, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Tuesday, February 6
Andy lee/Staff

Melissa Zimme rman, freshman from Chicago, trudges a cross
campus on a re cent blustery day, despite freezing temperature s.

Assertiveness training group
An organizational meeting for assertiveness training will be
held on Tuesday, Feb. 6, from 12:30-1:45 p.m., in Ordway Hall,
room 301.
The group is designed for men and women interested in
improving their interpersonal communication skills. ·
To register or for more information, call 762·6851.

General psychotherapy group
A support group for individuals whose problems of living have
resulted in feelings of depression, anxiety, general dissatisfaction and discontentment will meet each Thursday from 11 a.m.·
12:20 p.m. in Wells Hall, room 410.
Those interested in participating in the group must schedule
an individual interview with Jane Etheridge prior to attending
the group.

~GOLDEN CHINA

ONLY

*

$5.99

Luncheon Buffet
12 main dishes plus appetizers

$4.35

753-8916

Available on campus

Central Shopping Center

753 -0819

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
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Murray, KY 42071·3301
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The Murray State News Is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be avaRable by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall, Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant.
Mason Hall, Waterfield Library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762-2998 or Orville Herndon at
762-4491, A one year subscription Is $10
payable in advance.

This newspaper Is printed on recycled
newspnnt at The Mu"ay Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell Ave .• Murray, Ky. 42071
Photolithography work appearing In
The Murray State Nsws Is produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
University's Prinling ServiCes.
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16 oz. drink
with any
deH sandwich:
Thursday II
I
Feb. 9
I

Stop by for one of our many breakfast items
Try our great DELl SANDWICHES
each made with 1/4 lb. meat, crisp
lettuce and tomatoes, served with
chips and a pickle spear.

And our famous 1/3 lb. home-made
BURGERS made fresh each day
with 100% ground beef!

Monday - Friday 7 a.m. - 4 p.m. 753-3406
Located across from Wilson Hall on 15th St.

Make vour orJlaniz atio n a winner
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Thursday, February 8
•Meeting • AA(KYCYPAA) meeting at 6:30p.m., Ohio Room,
Curris Center. Future host of the Kentucky conference for Young
People in Alcoholics Anonymous. Philanthropy of Sigma Tau
Gamma.
.Cinema International - "The Madness of King George," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. No admission charge.
•Speaker ·Dr. Wilma King of Michigan State University, "Children
in Slavery," 7:30 p.m.,Faculty Hall, room 208.
•Production • An evening featuring modern, jazz, classical and
other dance theater happenings, 8 p.m., Johnson Theater, Price

Blood
I> rive

M:NEWS

-.,.-' , ~··

Wednesday, February 7
•Meeting ·College Republican meeting, 4:30p.m., Tennessee
Room, Curris Center.

L--------.J
L--------.J
Home of the bottomless coffee cup

Free delivery for any order over $15
"The best choice at the lowest price!"

11 a.m.- 2 p.m. Daily

•Recital • Chad Davidson, tenor, senior recital, 6:30 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Blood drive • SGA will sponsor a blood drive in the Curris Center
Ballroom, through Thursday. Times to be announced. For more
information call 762-6951 .

I

One dollar per donor will be given to the
winning campus organization. Each donor will
also receive free pizza from Papa John's,
doughnuts from Roper 's, soft drinks and a free
T-Shirt. The organization donating the most
blood will recieve a traveling trophy.

You Can 't Lose!

February 7-8
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom

I
NEWS
Nation, campus celebrate heritage
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Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide/ When the
Rainbow Isn't Enuf' and comedienne Renee Hicks.
Sponsors hope the events will
help students gain a better
understanding of history as a
whole, as well as break down
stereotypes.
"One thing with black history
is that a lot of people think it's
just for African-American people," said Rowland. "I think it's
important to celebrate it so we
can become more aware of
black contributions.
"With so much stereotyping
of black people on TV, people
don't have a realistic view of
black people," Rowland said. "A
lot of people come to Murray
State who have never been
around black students."
"These stereotypes go over
waters too," she said. "We have
a lot of international students
who have only seen the stereotypes on TV. I don't think people realize how the negative
stereotypes effect other races."
"We hope that our programs
will in some way increase the
level of social, educational, cultural, and economic awareness,
while simultaneously decreasing the level of ignorance held

BY SARAH WIGHT
STAFF WRITER

"

Murray State students will
have opportunity to participate
in more than 20 activities
scheduled during the 29 days of
celebration
during
Black
History Month.
Celebration of Black History
Month was kicked offThursday
with a candlelight march and
affirmation ceremony at the
Curris Center. The affirmation
ceremony was proposed by
Renee Rowland, director of
African-American
Student
Services and Ethnic Programs.
"I thought the ceremony
would be a good way to begin
the month, by showing the
importance of learning black
history and committing ourselves to that," Rowland said.
Although there are nine different organizations sponsoring
and planning events, organizers said it has been much easier to plan this year's celebration.
''This year there was better
communication of what was
going on elsewhere," Rowland
said. "People were better about
calling to tell us what they
were planning. I was able to get

If people are going
to understand
American history

they need to
understand black
history. It's a
significant part of
history.
"
Tony C heesboro
all the information together,
and we were able to do some
joint programming."
All activities are open to
everyone. Some students will
even have the opportunity to
win prizes if they participate in
the Black History Knowledge
Bowl at the Curris Center on
Feb. 27. Interested students
ar~ asked to form groups of five
and stop by the African
American Student Services and
Ethnic Programs office to give
their team a name.
Rowland said the speakers
will include Renee Rochester,
Dr. Wilma King, and Dr.
George Wright. Other highlights include the play "For

POUCEBEAT

by all," said Roslyn White,
president of Black Student
Council. ''Our programs are not
geared to change the world in
one day. We are realistic. If we
can assist in educating or
empowering one student, we
have made progress."
Tony Cheesboro, history professor, agreed with White.
"If people are going to understand American history they
need to understand black history," he said. "It's a significant
part of history."
The activities planned are
not focused on specific events or
people, but rather on offering a
wide variety of information.
"There are numerous prominent black figures, both living
and deceased, who have influ·
enced so many Americans,"
White said. "'We would shortchange both the MSU campus
and our community if we only
focused on one great black figure."
"There are a lot of different
th ings in b lack history,"
Cheeseboro said. "In general,
people are going to pick what
interests them to learn about.
The key events usually get
mentioned."

BY

C.D.

and answer many questions," Wall said.

BRADLEY

"'n addition, the KDE will be making rec-

Graduation standards, and the proposed
changing of high school curriculum were
the main topics of discussion as the West
Kentucky High School Restructuring
Coalition debated the best way to bring
academic change to high schools.
Patricia Hart, team leader for high
school restructuring at the Kentucky
Department of Education <KDE) was the
featured speaker on Tuesday.
Dr. Russell Wall, director of school service and research in MSU's college of education, said that the Coalition would greatY benefit from Hart's attendance.
"There are a lot of questions a bout the
high school restructuring initiative and
graduation requirements, and she will be
able to fully explain the current situation

ommendations to the State Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education in
February, so this will be an opportunity to
express concerns prior to

that"
Hart stressed that the
work was far from complete. She said the task
force was still gathering
information from groups
such as the Coalition,
and they weren't going
to rush the process.
HART
Hart spoke of the
many focus groups the
task force has spoken to concerning what is
needed to be done with high schools.
"We are looking at as many big ideas and
as much input as we can get," she said.

AI

January 25
7:40 p.m. A student was having a reaction to medication in Springer Hall.
An ambulance was dispatched and the patient was treated on the scene.
8:27 p.m. The fire department was dispatched because of a fire alarm in
Wilson Hall No fire was detected and the system was res6t by an elec·
trlcian.
8:31 p.m. Regents Hall held a scheduled fire drill.
9:59p.m. Lee A. Jackson reported the theft of a battery, valued at $65,
from his vehicle while it was tn the parking lot on 14th street.
January 26
5:11 a.m. Calloway County District Jail advised that Joshua M. Dowdy
had been arrested and charged with dnvlng under the influence and
Stephanie D. Boren had been charged with driving under the influence
and failure to have vehicle registratton .
9:34 p.m. Kevin L. Hopkins was issued a citation for failure to have Insurance, not having his operator's license in his possession and not having
a license plate on the vehtcle.
11 :00 p.m. There was a small fire in room 320 of Regents Hall. A tissue
box left on a light bulb caused the lire. Murray Fire Department responded to the call and the building was evacuated.
January 27
3:30a.m. CallowayDistrict Jail advised that Rustam Zheksembayev had '
been charged with driving under the influence, not having an operator's
license, not having insurance and not having registration plates on the
vehicle.
11:00 p.m. A female juvenile was taken into custody for public intoxlca·
tion. Her parents were notified and she was picked up at Public Safety.
January 28

2:20a.m. Maria J. Holland reported the theft of coats and money from a
vehicle while it was parked at the Curris Center.

subjects were repeat offenders and the skateboards were confiscated.

She spoke of the way in which the group
was going about its work: "We knew there
would be barriers," Hart said. "When we
were asked to envision what would be best
for students, we were told not to worry
about [the barriers]. The question is, what
is it that we can do best for the students,
and how do we get there?"
The biggest issue of debate was whether
to focus on standards or curriculum.
"It isn't an issue of courses and credits,
but what happens in t hose courses," Hart
said. She said that t he foundation for the
plan would be set down by KERA.
The West Kentucky High School
Restructuring Coalition was formed in
1995 when MSU, the Region One Service
Center, West. Kentucky Educational
Cooperative, 26 high schools and 13 middle
sch ools joined forces to assist in restructuring efforts.

January 31
8:26a.m. There was a minor auto accident on the corner of N. 16th St.
and Hamilton Avenue. No injuries were reported.
1:27 p.m. There was a minor auto accident in the Pogue Library parking
lot. No injuries were reported.
4:34 p.m. A fire alarm was set off on the second floor of Springer Hall.
Racer Patrol Escorts- 21
Motor Asslsts-14

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

Did the
GROUNDHOG
see his
-- .. sbadow today?

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION

0

PRESENTS

Spring Rush '96
1\lo da~

2:34 a.m.A fight was reported on the first floor of Clark Hall.
7:30 a.m. A water leak was reported near the West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
8:31 p.m. Franklin Hall held a scheduled fire drill,
9:01 p.m. Hart Hall held a scheduled fire drill.

January 29
9:53 p.m. There was a complaint of skateboarders in the mall area. The

Coalition debates graduation standards
STAFF WRITER

January 24

Rene' Rochester
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Rene' Rochester is a former University
of Texas Lady Longhorn basketball and
track team member. She has played
basketball overseas with News Release
Women's Basketball Team (an
evangelistic ministry) for several years.
For ten years Rene' was an athletic
director, teacher and coach. Miss
Rochester has a passion to encourage
the next generation of youth to become
all that they are destined to be. She
shares her insight into the world of
teens and relates that world to the
Word of God.
Rene' is the Women's Director
of Kids Across America, a Christian
sports camp for inner-city youth. She
has written an urban youth daily
devotional workbook which is used in
the mentor program.
To keep abreast of current
issues, Rene' is pursuing her Doctorate
ofEducation at the University of Texas
at Austin, where her focus is urban
adolescents.
Rene' has spoken for several
organizations across the country, some
of which are: Focus on the Family,
World Impact, Fellowship of Christian
Athletes and Athletes International
Ministries, Kingdom Works Urban
Youth Leaders National Conference,
Texas Association of Private and
Parochial Schools, Local High Schools
and Youth Rallies .
Rene' lives in Austin, Texas and
is a member of Hope Chapel.
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What's

IN OUR OPINION

my
line?

Boat idea sinks
While the dream to bring Murray State in to the
ranks of the nations best ivy league schools is a
noble endeavor, realistically it has absolutely no
merit.
If the university has $4,000 to spend on a used
boat, surely it has some ext ra funds lying around
somewhere to increase teacher pay, create new
scholarships, library funding, or new computer software for vital campus offices.
The Jonathan Creek ar ea is famous for it's excel1ent bass and bluegill fis~g. An event such as team
rowing could probably catch t he area a little off
guard. Perhaps t he new canoe could be put to bet ter
use.
Maybe the Univer sity should ease into this
endeavor by hosting events that would be sure crowd
pleasers and draw the western Kentucky community closer together, producing revenue at the same
time .
For example, the University could.host the first
annual Murray State Bass Invitational featuring the
MSU Bass Masters. The money generated by the
fish fry afterwards could prove beneficial to the general fund.
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Universities
enter territorial
stand off

"

Western Universit y has entered a territorial war
with Murray State.
Murray bas had an accredited program established
in the Owensboro area since 1974, and to make way
for an inferior program now would be a mistake.
•
Murray will have to ask for special consideration
in order to stay in Owensboro, since technically the
program is in an area t hat belongs to Western.
1' The Council on Higher Education should see
Murray's program is beneficial just as it is, and
· Western has no need to feel threatened by our presence.
lrhis is yet another situation in which both parties
should consider what would be the most beneficial to
the students already involved in the current program.
If it is so important for Western to establish a new
I · master's business program why has it taken them 22
I, years to get started?

.
'
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111 Wilson Hall
2609 Un iversity Station

MUJTay State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
Jonathan Oliver
Ediror in Chief

Scooby Doo: lost voice of Generation X
Scooby Doo: Meaningless
kid's cartoon or poignant por·
trait of a lost generation?
To us, it is amazing that a cartoon from the
late 70's and
In
early SO's, a
My
cartoon
fraught with
Opinion
confused
teenage sex·
uality, could
so accurately
depict nearly
every segment of the
undefinable
MARK
demographic
DORR
known
as
Copy
Generation
Editor
X. Laugh if
you like, but,
inside each and every one of us
there's a need to just drop right
out of school, get in hippie-van
and tour the world solving random crimes.
Maybe you should give this
some serious thought. Picture
this: There's a phantom (or
maybe just an old man wearing
a bed sheet) terrorizing a small
town like Murray. After rolling
up in the Mystery Machine,
our five characters emerge to
solve yet another crime or
money-making scheme. You've
got Shaggy and Scoob, Fred
and Daphne, and Velma. As a
group, maybe they appear to be
nothing more than group of
happy-go-lucky teenagers, but

taken separately, each portrays
a certain degree of disillusionment found in all of us.
First, there's Shaggy, whose
voice, (Casey Kasem's) suggested that he might be about to
battle the ugly puberty mon-ster (metaphorically speaking},
but, he did have the scruffy
goatee. The green shirt sporting, bell-bottom aficionado was
a kind of man/child who obviously dabbled with more than a
few chemical substances.
Shaggy was the "'grunge-stoner" type that always had the
..wacky" solution to the crime.
Do we even have to talk
about Scooby? Here's a dog that
had developed a kind of "dog
language" where every word
begins with the letter "r" (RubRob Raggy). What's that about?
Oh, and let's talk about this
whole "Scooby snacks" thing.
Our government pays top dollar for DEA agents to fight the
war on drugs. All the while,
with enough "Scooby Snacks",
Scooby himself could've confiscated every drug in this country. And, with 01' Shaggy
around, let's just say that disposal of those drugs would not
pose a problem.
Then there's Fred. Here's a
quote from Fred that was
popped up in every episode:
"O.K Velma, you Shaggy and
Scoob go that way, while
Daphne and I go fix the
Mystery Machine." We suggest

that Fred and Daphne went to
try to wear out the warranty on
the shocks on the mystery
machine.
Fred's orange "'neckerchief"
made him appear as though he
was the consummate gay male.
When, in actuality, it was his
secret weapon for hooking up
with Daphne. Remember folks,
every girl feels as safe a!' three
pigs in a blanket when confiding in a gay male friend. Fred
was the precursor to the muchmaligned "sensitive man."
That leaves Velma, a quizzical young girl to say the least.
We believe Velma to be the
quintessential lesbian. Velma
never had even one romantic
interest on the program.
Daphne must have felt like
quite the little tramp when
compared with Velma Then
again, her coke-bottle glnsses
and the way she ran practically
screamed to the opposite sex,
"Leave me alone; I live an alternative lifestyle."
Let's review. You've got a
"stoner", a talking dog, a male
sex addict, a lesbian and a
tramp. That just about covers
it, Gen X in a nutshell. Scooby
Doo was the voice of a genera·
tion, one generation too early.
Maybe, that's why they call us
the lost generation. A voiceless
generation without hope, a generation without direction. a
generation without a scapegoat...like old man Withers.

The battle of the sexes is
being fought on an hourly,
daily, weekly, and yearly basis.
We the next generation of men
and women
should have
In
developed a
new strategy
My
for dealing
Opinion
with
the
opposite sex
by
now.
However, it
has become
painful l y
evident that
some men
are using the
k ELLY
same
old
HICKS
lines 'over
Viewpoint
and
over
editor
again as if
women have
never heard them before.
For example, when men say
"you're a beautiful person, but"
this translates into you have a
good personality, but you still
have to tie a piece of meat
around your neck to get a dog
to come to you.
Then there is the classic "I
still want to be friends." Which
seems to be another way of
telling us I don't want to date
you, but will you still do my
laundry?
And why is it so many of you
need space. I would suggest
you contact NASA ns soon as
possible, or wear looser jeans.
My favorite line is "It's not
you, it's me." Well , you've got
that right, buddy. Jt is you.
And I beg all men everywhere not to tell a woman that
she i~ a good friend. Dogs and
insurance companies are good
friends. Women are the best
thing that will ever happen to
you.
Many of you seem to suffer
from motion sickness, because
your biggest complaint is you
are moving too fast. In many
cases Dramamine will help,
but sitting in a chair with your
head between your knees is the
most effective treatment.
Just remember honesty is
the best policy. If you don't
want a relationship, don't do
anything to encourage a relationship.
There arc thousands, upon
thousands more lines I could
have included, but for lack of
space, and energy, I just could· '
n't go on.
I'm not ~aying women aren't
guilty of us ing the same lines. I
also plead guilty to using a few
of them myself.
I am merely suggesting that
a little more creativity be used
in trying to let the pc;son down
gently.
There is no shame in the
truth. Believe h; or not we will
respect you for it.

Tom Kimmel
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coal publication o f Murray StoLe Untversity
Tl:e .\ fu rroy S tott Neu•• is publi shed weekly durin& the fall and spring semesters
except dun ng hot ttlay and ••xnmination periods.

Byron White
senior, Owensboro

Vicky Riley
sophomore, Murray

Chris Cornett
senior, Charlestown, Ind.

If he feels in his
heart that he has an
UTJfilled destiny, he
should go ahead and
do it.

1 think he has
already had his
chance. 1 just think
he is too old. Once a
player retires, he
should retire.

I think he will bring
back more to the
game than Michael
Jordan has brought
back to it.

Photos and i ntervtew~

by Scott Nanney/Senior Stati Wrtleor

The Murray Sta te
News welcomes commentaries and letters
to the editor.
Letters should be
300 words or less and
must be signed.
Contributors should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for
verification.
Please
include
hometown, classification, title or relation to
the University.
To submit a guest
commentary call 7624468.
'The News reserves
the right to edit for
style and length.
Published letters are
kept on file for inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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Mentories alive 10 years later
Challenger disaster
impact deeply-rooted
said we were all going to the the Cafeteria. She
told us what had happened. They had about
three different TVs hooked up and we were
Predictions forecasted it to be one of America's watching the news broadcast," said Jennifer
finest days. But, as millions of people watched, Langdon, freshman from Owensboro.
America's dreams of a new age of space travel
"They just kept playing t he explosion over and
tragically ended along with the lives of the seven over. The girls in my class were very emotional.
crew members of the Challenger mission 51-L, in We all cried and everyone was talking about it."
a fiery explosion just 73 seconds after launch.
The accident impacted everyone differently
The mission was the first in history to include and reactions ranged from shock and disbelief to
two civilians as crew members. Christa anger and sadness.
McAuliffe, who was selected to be the first
"It was my first realization of death, ... that
teacher in space, was to telecast lessons and something like that could happen. You don't
experiments, and Gregory Jarvis, a representa- think things like that can go wrong," said Amy
tive of Hughes Aircraft company, was to do Risley, a sophomore from Springfield, Ill.
experiments, which would support satellite
"I didn't think that stuff like that was supredesign.
posed to h appen because that was something the
Sending civilians into space had never been government was doing, and and those things
attempted. The event signified a new era of weren't suppose to go wrong," Langdon said.
America's space exploration.
The actual footage of the Cha llenger exploding
As a result of the heightened interest and wasn't the only coverage that affected people
media coverage due to the widespread search for emotionally.
the first teacher in space, many, especially chil"It was r eally sad because they showed the
dren, watched the launch Jive on television.
children of the teacher who died and the
People around the country watched as the President trying to comfort them," said J ennifer
patriotic colors of the Challenger melted into a Breining, freshman from Chicago, lll.
blaze that left a lasting scar in the blue sky over
"I was in shock. I didn't know what to thin~"
Cape Canaver al. For most . who viewed the said Nancy Miles, senior from Sikeston, Mo. .rwe
tragedy it etch~d a permanent picture in their watched the coverage of the explosion and funermemory.
als in class."
"I remember it because I saw it as it actually
Some found comfort in the services and events
happened. I was in the cafeteria and I went to go held in memory of the seven astronauts.
get a drink," said Kristin Wessel, freshman from
..After school was let out we held a service
Jackson, Mo.
around the flagpole for a moment of silence,"
"I looked over and saw some teachers watching Risley said.
the launch on TV. Right as I looked over the
"I went to a Catholic school so after the news
shuttle exploded. I got really upset and they coverage my principal and my priest got up and
sent me back to my class," she remembered. asked for a moment of silence," Langdon said.
"Later t hey announced over the in tercom what "We sat there forever and I r emember my priest
bad ha ppened. Everyone was really upset for the was crying."
rest of the afternoon."
Although the tenth anniversary of the
Many children watched live or taped cover age Challenger explosion has come and gone, for
of the explosion while in school.
many, memories of the tragic event still remain
"I was in class and our tea cher came ·m and fresh.

BY SARAH

WIGHT

STAff WRITER

Seven crew members' dedication continues to inspire education
FamUies strive to create a living memorial for the Challenger crew, as they to pull students into the future
BY AMY

PoNDER

ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

"I want to say something to the
school children of America w ho
were watching the live coverage of
the shuttle's take off. I k now it's
hard to understand t ha t sometimes painful things like th is happen. It's all a part of the process of
exploration and discovery and it's
all part of taking a chance a nd
expanding man's horizons. T he
future doesn't belong to the faint
hearted. It belongs to the brave.
The Challenger crew was pulling
us into the future and we'll contin·
ue to follow them... "
Former President Ronald Reagan
spoke t hese words to America's youth
immediately folloY.ing the Challenger
explosion. The impact of the seven
crew member's disaster saturated the
nation's schools, from which over
11,000 teachers had a pplied to be the
first teacher in space.
Now, ten years later, Reagan's
words have proven to hold more truth

than probably even he
"The best way to honor
anticipated.
the memories of the crew
of the challenger, and of all
The families of the
The
Challenger
crew
the men and women who
seven heros have
have
given their lives to
was
calling
us
into
the
future,
taken those horrified
explore the frontiers of air
children by the hand
and we 'll continue to
and space is to continue
and as Reagan said,
their bold t radition of
have pulled them into
follow them.
exploration and innovathe future... continution," he said.
ing to follow the
Former President Ronald Reagan
"I'm proud of the men
dreams of their loved
and women of NASA.
ones.
They're blazing the trail to
Families of the
the future. They're buildNASA
Challenger
Klecka said many of the original ing the
components of the
51-L space shuttle crew created the
Challenger Center for Space Science Teacher in Space finalists still serve International Space station.
"They're constructing spacecraft
Education in 1986, and joined with the as the core of Challenger Center's
international
faculty.
He
predicts
that
that
will explore the farthest regions
NASA teacher in space finalists in
the
center
will
reach
300,000
students
of
the
Solar System and the Universe,
1987. The national headquarters is
and
teachers
this
year.
and
satellites
that will monitor the
located in Washington, D.C.
health
of
our
own
blue planet for years
"The
families
didn't
want
a
granite
"The organization develops proto
come.
stone
memorial,"
Klecka
said.
"They
grams that help inspire middle school
"They're conducting cutting edge
students to learn and explore while wanted a living memorial."
research
that will make airplanes
In observance of the lOth anniverfostering an interest in math, science
faster
and
safer, and they've made the
and technology," said Ed Klecka, sary of the Challenger explosion
Space
Shuttle
the most capable, reliDaniel
S. Goldin, NASA administraspokesperson in communications for
able
and
versatile
spacecraft in the
the Challenger Center for Space tor, spoke of NASA's continuing dediworld,"
Goldin
said.
cation to space exploration.
Science Education in Alexandria, Va.

Student witnesses tragic event
I
was
nine, and COMMENTARY
thrilled to
be fr ee of
the fourth
grade fo r an TIM
entire week. SOlLEY,
I
didn't o s ·LtNE EDITOR
expect that
I would soon witness one of my
country's darkest moments.
My dad had the idea of going
to Disney World in the middle
of the winter. The best thing
about Disney World a t that
time can be summed up in two
words--no lines.
After tha t week of chilled
excitement, it was time to go
1 home. We packed the car and
fought for the coveted "shotgun" seat for the 14-hour drive.
I We had stopped at a gas station that looked like it was
from western Kentucky. Dad
was fil ling the car, when we
noticed the stream of smoke
rising up into the sky ,and he

b

IF

shouted that the Space Shuttle
Challenger was taking off.
He was a master of fabricating stories about paranormal
events, so my sister and I took
this as another farce, until the
gas station attendant informed
us that, the Challenger was
lifting off on that 28th day of
January, 1986.
We began to get excited, as
we watched the future of the
world shooting upwards. Then,
without any warning, at the
top of the smoke stream, a
"star" of smoke appeared. Our
first thought was that the
Shuttle had blown up, but then
we looked at Dad and the
attendant and brushed off the
event as some sort of military
test and began our drive home.
Not until we returned home
did we realize what had really
happened. We saw the tapes of
the tragedy on the news and
then came to the realization of
what we had witnessed.

'

'

"Challenger Center for Space
Science Education continues to design
new and even more innovative education programs through the support of
community-minded corporations, individuals and foundations as well as
government agencies," Klecka said.
"Their concern is helping Challenger
Center to have a positive impact on
both teaching and learning.
"The students using Challenger
Center's programs today could very
well become the future of this ...and
other planets," he said.
And so, as Reagan anticipated on
that fateful day ten years ago, the
dreams continue to live and "our quest
in space has continued."
(The •even) were daring
and brave and they had that tpecial grace, that tpecial t pirit that
sayt, "Give me challenge and I'll
m eet it with j oy." T h ey had a
hunger to explore the Univen e
and discover i t• trutht. They
withed to serve and they did-they
served us all...

Generation is marked by disaster
"They just kept playing
the explosion over and over,
and we just sat there and
.Just as the assassination
watched it. We discussed it
of President John F.
at school. I think this had a
Kennedy in 1963 left a lastmajor impact on our genera·
ing impact on the 60's gention," she said.
eration, the explosion of the
According to the P resSpace Shuttle Challenger
idential Commission, the
will remain a vivid memory
explosion was caused by the
to the 80's generation.
destruction of the seals
"I think everyone will
intended to prevent hot
always remember where
gases from leaking through a
they were when they found
joint between the two lower
out the Cha11enger explodsegmcnt.q of the right solid
ed," said Heather Furlong,
rocket motor.
senior from Paducah. "I was
Although many do not
home for a snow day and I
NASA remember why the disaster
was babysitting. I think
astronauts and two payload specialists made up the STS occurred, they remember t he
every person has some kind S 1-L crew. (left to right, front r ow) Astronauts Michael Smith, impact well .
of tragedy that marks their Francis Scobee and Ro nald McNair and Ellison Onizuka, Sharo~
"When I was a kid I
generation. The Challenger Christa McAuliffe, Gregory Jarvis and Judith Resnik.
thought that NASA was perexplosion was the event for
fect and couldn't make a misus."
said she feels the explosion is comparable take," said Brent Luckett, senior from
J essica Forst , senior from Louisville, to the Kennedy assassination.
Russel ville.

Bv SLONE

H UTCHISON

ASSISTANT COlLEGE LIF£ EDITOR
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:·: New Greek housing proposal in early stages
Sororities, National Pan-Hellenic groups targeted by plan
BY AMY PONDER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EOJTOR

Mixed
feelings
among
Murray State's Greek community accompany a housing proposal even newer than the long
debated residential colleges.
. Dr. Don Robertson, associate
vice president of student affairs
and Jim Bauerer, director of
the interfraternal council, have
been give the go ahead by
President Kern Alexander to
design
a
proposal
for
University-owned Greek housing.
Alexander said the interest in
building
University-owned
housing evolved from concern
sorority advisors expressed
about sorority housing conditions.
While Denise Brockman,
president of Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority, expressed her sorority's excitement about the
prospect of having more than
34 sisters live together, Tracy
Richey says she feels strongly
about staying in the home that
the Alpha Delta Pi's have made
for themselves.

EXAMPLES
MSU officials have taken two
visits to higher education institutions to view Greek facilities.
Early in the year officials visited Center College, where
Greeks live in individual hous-

es ·in a Greek row lining both
sides of a street. Last month
several sorority advisors; the
interfraternal president; Ginny
Richerson,
director
of
Panhellenic; Bauerer and .
Robertson, visited Eastern
Illinois University's Greek
Court.
"In both cases students were
very satisfied," Bauerer said.
"In my opinion what Eastern
Illinois did would be most
desirable for Murray State."
EIU's Greek Court consists of
buildings with two wings. One
Greek organization lives in
each wing and two buildings
(four Greek houses) are joined
together in a center common
area.
Each Greek organization has
their own individual house, but
rather than being spread across
campus, the houses are linked
together and provide a home to
at least 34 members of the particular sorority or fraternity.
Rather than paying rent for
houses spread out ofT campus,
the Greeks are united on the
corner of campus and pay residence housing fees to the university, just as if they lived in
the actual residence halls.
"I think the girls have more
to benefit from this with the
guys already owning their own
property," said Rosanne Radke,
sponsor for Alpha Sigma Alpha.

" They (the Greeks) are
together,
but they allow each
organization to be an
individual.

"

Jeanie Morgan

and furniture was provided for
the housemother apartment.
While all students living in
the Greek housing at EIU are
required to hold a meal ticket,
Radke and Morgan emphasized
their excitement about one dinner option students are offered.
If desired by the individual
organizations, housing prepares meal to be served in the
dining area of the sorority
house each evening.
"To be able to have that many
of the sisters living together
would only strengthen the
sorority," Radke said.

LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
Radke explained that the
Greeks at EIU had the opportunity to decorate their own chapIMPLEMENTATION
ter room, Hving room and
Greek Court was implement·
kitchen area.
ed in four phases at EIU. Since
"The rooms that we saw were the implementation, the univery beautifully decorated with versity has witnessed a growth
grand pianos and art wor k," in Greek life which EIU notes is
she said. ''That would be paid not consistent with the nation·
for by the sorority."
wide trend where participation
"They (the Greeks) are is declining.
together, but they allow each
EIU had a Greek population
organization to be an individ- making up 12% of the campus
ual," said Jeanie Morgan, advi- when the first phase began in
sor for Alpha Gamma Delta.
1989, By 1993 when the final
"Everyone has the same phase was implemented, Greek
amount of space and are given participation had increased to
the same freedom to decorate." include 19% of the student popEastern furnished the Greeks ulation.
with chapter room tables and
"I think Eftl found that the
chairs, as well as a refrigerator movement to Greek Court was
and microwave for the kitchen. a very positive step for the
In addition, a bed, chest of Greek system," said Allison
drawers, desk and desk chair Burgess, president of Alpha
were provided for each student, Sigma Alpha. "They saw a 7%

increase after the first year,
and I think we would have the
same results at Murray State."
Another
group
which
Robertson expects the housing
option to be appealing to in
addition to the Panhellenic
sororities are the National PanHellenic groups.
Despite the long-tenn success
which Bauerer noted students
seem pleased with, Eastern
said many students greeted the
project with much skepticism
in the first phase.
Robertson says he sees that
skepticism among some of the
University fraternities and
stresses that Murray State
does not expect that all Greeks
would be interested in the project, especially those who have
recently built or bought houses.

GREEK RESPONSE
"I think the whole idea is a
good one if it is used on a voluntary basis," said Bobby
Glass, president of Sigma Chi.
The fraternity has just completed their own new house.
Greg Hall, president of Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity also
. said that his fraternity was
happy with where they're at.
The house was renovated about
10 years ago.
Bauerer noted that at EIU
some fraternities with older
facilities kept their houses for a
couple of years until they deter-

mined that the Greek Court
would work.
PLANNING

Robertson said that some
potential sites have been identified for the housing including
ground along Waldrop Street in
the College Courts/intramural
area. Ideas for funding the possible Greek Court at MSU will
be included in the proposal .
Alexander
said
the
University generated a lot of
during
good
information
Eastern Illinois and there are
intentions of gathering more
information on the financial
side.
GREEK BENEFITS
"At Eastern Illinois, Greek
Court has been a real stimulus
for growth," Robertson said.
referring to the recruitment
and retention that could come
from the new model if it is carried out.
"' think this would really
help the Greek community,"
Morgan said. "They could live
together more as a group with
the common area."
Bauerer agrees that the common area would bring the
Greeks closer together and
make them more visible to all
students with a location on
campus where they could all be
united.

Government shutdown causes problems for international students
BY MELOOI BROWN
STAFF WRITER

The American Embassy shut down
due to lack of funds in December.
The loss of money occurred following
a U.S. government shutdown which
was caused when a budget proposal
was not approved by President
CJinton. As a result of the shutdown,
many international students were

unable to enter or reenter the U.S.
"When the government shut down,
the people of the embassy could not be
paid," said Isis Chaverri, acting international student adviser. "The loss of
funds also prevented any processing of
visas for travelers. All they could do
was take care of flight emergencies."
Some students who traveled home
for semester break were unable to get
their visas renewed to return to school

and attend classes. First time students were unable to obtain a visa at
all. Because of the processing delay for
visas, some students were unable to
return to school on time.
"The students needing to travel
could not get visas until the embassy
reopened," Chaverri said. "This created many problems."
The embassy reopened Jan. 8, before
Murray State's semester began. This

eliminated admission problems for
most MSU students; however, students at other universities may not
have avoided them.
"I do not think any MSU students
had trouble with getting back in time,"
Chaverri saia. "Murray State started
back later than other schools. Other
schools started back between one and
two weeks earlier than we did."
Chaverri said the embassy is open,

but working to reduce personnel
because of the funding problems.
"I think they have solved the problem," she said. "I live right by the
embassy in Panama, and I saw long
lines of students outside the building
waiting to get visas. Some students
obtained their visas before hand, but
others did not. I think most of the
problems have been taken care of, and
most students are here by now."

We want YOU to work
with MSU Housing!

RA INFO SESSION DATES
Monday, Feb. 5 at 9

p.JD~

Regents Hall Info Session
Springer Hall Info Session

Monday, Feb. 5 at 9:30p.m..
Hester Hall Info Session

Wednesday, Feb. 7 at 7 p.m..
Hart Hall Coffeehouse Info Session

Thursday, Feb. 8 at 7 p.nt.
Elizabeth Hall Info Session
For rides or information contact Patrick Zimmerman at 753-7037
or Brian Henson nt 753-2060.

''IT's WHERE You BELONG''
;..

For more information call Jeffery C. Brown at 762-4000.
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The Board of Regents will
express its appreciation to
eight outstanding staff members by honoring them with the
Staff Excellence Awards.
Jean Bailey, chairman of the
staff recognition committee,
said the awards were established in March 1986 by the
Board of Regents to reward the
hard work of Murray State
staff members.
Two awards of $500 each will
be given away in four categories:
secretarial/clerical,
general, facilities management
and executive/manageriaVprofessional. The recipients are
chosen based on characteristics
such as positive 'attitude, commitment and service to MSU,
and self-motivation.
"You have to be extraordinary," Bailey said ...You have to
go beyond your job description."
Bailey said the nominee~>

h~nor

outstanding staff members

must have been employed by
the University for three full
years, and have a record of satisfactory job performance.
These qualifications will be
verified by human resources,
and the Vice President for
University Relations and
Administrative
Services,
respectively.

her supervisor for the enthusiasm she showed for her job, and
her helpfulness after a staff
layoff left them short-handed.
Jones has served on various
University committees, was
president of the Staff Congress
for two years, and was the first
staff regent.
"I love every minute of it
(working
for the University),"
Nominations will be accepted
from staff, faculty, students Jones said.
and the general public. Forms
She was notified of winning
are available in the Deans' the award by a letter from the
offices, at the Curris Center President's office.
Information desk, Student
Jones said since she had
Government Association office, served as staff regent, she was
or from any Staff Congress not anxious about a letter from
member. Applications will be the President, but was shocked
accepted from Feb. 2 through to learn she had won the
Feb. 16. Previous winners of award.
the award are not eligible to
"I nearly had a heart attack,"
receive it again.
Jones said. "People have got to
Marie Jones, administrative think you are deserving to
clerk for publications and nominate you. I was thrilled
printing who has given 23 beyond words. When you've
years to the University, impressed someone enough to
received one of the awards last write out the 500-word essay,
year. She was nominated by it's pretty special."

Staff Excellence Award Recipients
The Board of Regents recently named the recipients of the 1995 Staff Excellence
Awards. Along with this year's winners, listed below are the award recipients
from each year since the award was introduced in 1986.

1995

1993

Jacqueline ArmstongJim Saurer
Lori Dial
Ron Davis
David Gibson
Bob Early
Joseph E. Green
Saundra Edwards
Marie Jones
Barbara Karnes
,Cindy Maglinger
Margaret Simmons
Jackie McDaniel
Gale Vinson
Lynn Stone
Paul Woods

1991

1 989

1987

Kenny Gibson
Sherrill Hicks
Johnny McDougal
Harry Milton
Jeanie Morgan
Mildred Nichols
Edward Schnautz
Bart Toth

Bill Ferguson
Clara Jackson
Bob Lax
Melva Loveridge
Charlotte McDougal
Dwain Mcintosh
Jimmy Oakley
Mildred Simpson

Larry Anderson
Phayree Cook
Johnny Herndon
Mildred Hodge
Betty Hornsby
Perry Lamb
Tommy Patterson
J .C. Schroader

1994

199 2

1990

1988

1986

Gene Birch
Pat Bray
Barbara Darnell
Claudine Darnell
Tommy Kimbro
Mary Kay Kirks
Bobby McDowell
Peggy Tobey

Claire Benton
Adrian Cloys
Louie Henson
Todd Lancaster
Ula McCuiston
Marilyn McCuiston
Paul Naberezny
Betty Nanny

Ellen Harrell
Jamie Helton
Donna Herndon
John Miller
Claretta Newport
Jimmy Partee
Marc Schecter
Keith Skinner

Billie Burton
Gigi Dawson
Frank Gude
James Overby
Adele Perry
Martha Pittman
Patsy Watson
James W. Williams

Paul Bailey
James Bramley
Doris Cella
Polly Erwin
Ruth Hughes
Helen Paschall
Charles Stone

Source: Board ol Regents
Chad

Seniors

Need something fun
to do next year?

Consider This

J

s omeone
(filled with Greek
theme stuffed
animals, boxershorts,
picture frames, mugs ,
candles, etc.)

(Student Alumni Association)

1.

Only 9 percent of the workforce hold
advanced degrees.
2.
But they account for 36 p ercent of the
positions paying more than $100,000
per year!
Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself a
better opportunity for:
Greater flexibility and more rapid
1.
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
With you tliroughout your careers. ·

starting at $ 10

~~ADMORE
BOOK-~-CARD ·~·

Be Involved in:
Founder's Day
Mudball
Main St reet Youth Center
Pick up application: 5th floor Sparks Hall

·

Due: f~b. 9, 4 p.m.
Requirements: .2.25 GPA

Cruise The Internet.
No Waits. No Hassles. No Kidding
& Full

Monday - Hotdogger 4 - 6 p.m.

Internet Access

Access to your
~ CAMPUS network

Tuesday Virtually no
busy signals

Thursday -

&

PC access from your
dorm, apartment,
or home

&

Dial into worldwide
Internet access from
anywhere in the U.S.

Campus Office Address
Business Building 451B
762- 6570

6 p.m.
Friday- Get roasted at the hQuse
·-7
•

...

J'

,

. .,
'

Sunday - Smoker · 3:30 p.m·...
By invitation only! .

Office H ours
Monday - Frid ay 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

..

MSU Online

1-800-311-1678
Provided by cantpus MCI

-

COil~EGE LIFE
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Fortune?
Casinos, lotteries provide hours of en o
BY jENNIFER PoTIER
STAFF WRITER

The excitement builds with the clanging of slot machines paying off and the cheers of lucky players winning fortunes at the
gaming tables. The hum of activity is intoxicating.
They may not be winning millions of dollars, but to many students the allure of the gambling boats and casinos is the chance
to win a little extra money.
"It's the chance-the thrill for the win." said Kathy Story, junior
from Kuttawa. "It's the gamble that maybe you'll win the big one."
Teena Burton, senior from Clinton, said she first went to Casino
Aztar in Evansville, Ind. because several of her friends were
going.
"I like the atmosphere and the risk, even though I lost the first
time," Burton said. "I went back because I had a good time and
wanted to win some money.''
"It's good entertainment if you don't go looking to make a lot of
money," Story said.
Story said she also enjoys playing the Kentucky Lottery because
she feels that someday she will win the powerball and millions of
dollars.
"I don't play every time," Story said. "'only play when it gets
above $50 million since more ·than one person usually wins it.
"With that much money I could still split it with five or six people
.a nd still be O.K When I win it, I want to win it big.''
Williams plays the powerball and scratch-offs for the same reason.
"I want to win some money," Williams said.
Whatever the game, gambling can become an addictive and
often compulsive need that feeds a persons fantasies of winning
amazing amounts of money on the spin of the wheel or luck of the
draw.
According to the NECC Observer, a counselor for the Council on
Compulsive Gambling of New Jersey said a gambling addiction is
invisible and is often not detected until the person is almost
ruined.
"Joe", a counselor for Gambler's Anonymous, is a recovered
gambler. In an interview with the NECC Observer, he characterized compulsive gamblers as ·broke, always asking for salary
advances, first in line for the reading of a relative's will, and very
secretive about their habit.
Kerri Williams, junior from Wardell, Mo., said she sees how
riverboat gambling could easily become addictive.
"I think playing the slot machines is more addicting (than the
lottery) because you've got the money in your hand," Wj))iams
said. "It's easy access-you can reach down there and keep on
putting the coins in the machine.''

Danny Vowell/ Photo Ed1tor

Krfssl Straub, senior from Louisville, scratches off a $1 instant-win lottery ticket at a local convenience store while Demetra Bradley,

senior from Marion, Ill., cheen he r on. T he lottery tickets are just one form of gambling students find enjoyable.

"At Casino Aztar, I stopped after losing $20 because I saw I didn't know what I was doing, and I didn't want to lose anymore,"
Williams said,"but it can be addicting. You bet a little and win a
little, then you bet some more and win some more, then you get
too confident and end up losing a lot of money."
"You have to go in knowing your limits and what you can
spend: Burton said. "' don't necessarily believe gambling is
wrong until you go to excesses and exceed that limit:""

"When your purpose is not entertainment, it's wrong," Story
said.
Lance Ricketts, student from Sturgis, said he likes going to the
riverboats because he can make money.
"You can go in expecting to win, but not to double your paycheck," Story said.
"When you sacrifice the things that mean the most to you, it's a
problem," Ricketts said.

Once upon a time ...

Student s deal winning
Role-playing gaDles turn fantasy into reality hands with c,a rd gatnes
the game is began tracking complaints
BY MANDY WoLF
played sitting from concerned citizens about
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR
" It kind of gives you
at a table with the game. The received approxthe chance to escape pencil, paper imately 120 cases from 1987 to
It is a game shrouded in mystery and drama. It's players
and
dice, 1993.
reality for a while.
Role-playing games require
form secret societies and S t a t e
along with the
imaginative solutions to comtogether, sometimes robed in University
board game.
cloaks and other elaborate cos- disappeared
A sec- plex problems. In 1990, a study
tumes, enact scenes from the in August of
ond event to showed that 7.5 million people
game.
the play at least once a month.
1979
after
Troy Hartman · cause
Troy Hartman, junior from
"Dungeons and Dragons," a allegedly playgame
to
receive nega- Louisville, said he is a fan of
role-playing game designed to ing "Dungeons
draw players into its different and Dragons."
tive publicity role-playing games.
It kind of gives you the
levels, has become an icon in
According to The Dungeon involved another 16 year-old
American culture.
Master, a book published by super genius who committed chance to escape reality for a
while," Hartman said.
The game is a trademark of private detective William Dear, suicide.
Hartman said he used to play
TSR, Inc.,
The mother of the boy said
hired to find the boy, the stuAccording to an article in dent had been practicing a role- her son's game character had one or two times a week, but
Skeptical Inquirer, "Dungeons playing game in the steam tun- been cursed while playing it in has not had the chance to play
and Dragons" the rules were nels beneath the Michigan his class at school as part of the as often this semester.
Even though he plays some
first marketed in 1972 as an State campus. He vanished, but curriculum.
addition to another · game. was later found in Louisiana.
Another incident caused games, Hartman said he is not
Separate rules for the game
"Dungeons and Dragons" was upheaval when a teacher found a fan of "Dungeons and
were designed and released in blamed for the boy's troubled four
children
playing Dragons."
. 1974.
"It works with magic," he
past, even though there was no "Dungeons and Dragons" before
The game became most popu- evidence he was a player, other class and labeled the children said. "I don't like games that
lar on college campuses, as par- than a subscription to the as Satan worshippers. Later, deal with magic."
It's pretty cool to pick up a
ticipants usually range from 15 game's magazine and a regis- the teacher recanted her accurole of somebody else and act it
to 24 years old.
tration to the national conven- sations.
Skeptical tion.
Since then, the Consumer out," Hartman said. "For me,
According
to
inquirer, The game started to
Contrary to popular belief, Products Safety Commission it's just like acting."
receive negative publicity
when a student
at
Michigan

"

Better technology zaps past systems
BY KATIE THOMAS
STAFF WRmR

With the rise of Sega CD and the fall of
Atari and Nintendo systems, Americans
have become fascinated with the current
video games technology has introduced.
The games feature higher quality graphics, sound and plots. People spend countless hours in a world of televisions and
computers playing these high-tech games.
Jim Crouch, freshman from Calvert City,
said whatever the system, games tend to
all be alike. He said he spends an average
of three hours a week playing video games.
His favorite game is "Flashback" by Sega
CD.
"It's got a good story about a guy who
loses his identity," Crouch said. "You can
actually see what is happening with the
graphics. It's just a good game."

Crouch said he plays for many reasons.
"It keeps me out of having to study,"
Crouch said.
Terry Cope, junior from Benton, said he
spends more time playing video games,
averaging several hours a day, and said
the .newer systems are a great improvement.
"There are much better graphics and
greater sound quality and technical ability," Cope said.
Dennis
Beard,
freshman
from
Draffenville, said games need to be cheaper and last longer.
'Personal computers are taking over the
video game market because it is easier,"
Beard said. "That is why video game prices
·are getting steeper and steeper."
Beard spends an average of five to six
hours a week playing video games. He said

the fight games are becoming boring and
are basically all the same.
Video games on the current market
range from "Lethal Enforcers" and "Mortal
Kombat", fighting games. to sports games
such as PGA Tour Golf II and football.
Darrin Albro, electronics department
manager at Wal-Mart, said his best-sellers
are the personal computer games such as
Doom II, Madden 96 and Flight Simulator.
"Flight Simulator games are extremely
popular," Albro said. "Its a game of its own.
They make three or four versions of it
ranging from plane simulation to space
ship simulation."
The newest games to the stores are vir·
tual reality systems. Some say that these
new games will completely revolutionize
the market, while others strongly disagree.
"Virtual reality is definitely over rated,"

BY SlONE HUTCHISON
Cou.ra l.JR Eonat

AssiSTANT

One would think clasaes and homework combined with
extracurriculat activities would leave very little time for students to play games. The,re are several students, however, who
.find time to take part in games that often last until the wee
hours of the morning.
Mike Brackett, freshman from Louisville, said he and several
of his friends enjoy playing popular card games.
"We play card games like poker, rummy, UNO and Uker,"
Brackett said. •Sometimes e end up playing pretty late. Mostly
we play just to have an excuse to get together and be with our
friends. Because there are so many of us, and everyQne wants to
play. Sometimes we end up staying up pretty late.lt's just a'
really good time for us to get together and have a lot of fun."
Brackett said it can lje easy to get caught up in playing cards.
"There are tunes when I should probably be reading or doing
my homework:," Bracket said. "'nstead I'm playing cards, but for
the most part I .manage my time pretty well and get stuff done
when I need to."
Joy Brown, freshman from Shepherdsville, Ky., said getting
together with friends to play cards is a way to have 'good, clean
fun'.
"This is something to do without worrying about getting in
trouble or causing trouble," Brown said. "My favorite game is
German UNO; one of my friends taught me how to play it. It's
like regular UNO, but it's a little more complicated and it
requires a little more brain power."
"We order pizza and just hang around and talk while we play,"
Brown said. •Last semester we spent several hours playing, but
this semester we have decided to try and manage our time a little better. We still play late on the weekends, but the rest of the
time we try to quit at a decent hour. My grades suffered last
semester and it wasn't all because of playing cards all the time,
but it definitely didn't help."
Jeff Cline, senior from Versailles, said he can remember a
time when he and his friends would spend up to five hours a day
playing cards.
"A few years ago hardly a night went by that there weren't
four guys who wanted to play Spades," Cline said. "I've spent
endless hours playing cards with my fraternity brothers. "
Cline said more often than not he and his friends could have
been utilizing their time more wisely.
"There were so many times when we we .s hould have been
doing our homework or studying, but instead we were sitting
there playing cards," Cline said. "We even missed out on sleep
so we could play."
Cline said while the strategy and challenge of the game make
it interesting, for him playing cards with his fraternity brothers
is more about socializing and having a good time.
"When you're in your group and everyone knows each other it
gets to a point where there is a lot of pride at stake," Cline said.
uyou know how guys are. In the end you know all it was for was
you being able to look at someone and say 'we gotcha'."
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Phil predicts next six weeks' weather with shadow
Jesus in the
temple
in
Jerusalem. It
has
since
evolved into
the day when
spring planting is either
begun
or
stalled based
on whether the
day is cloudy
or sunny.

Cassie
Beck,
junior
STAff WltiTE.It
" A holiday to celebrate
from Fulton,
a rodent I love
believes
Groundhog Day...
"It's Groundhog Day! Put
there is some
your booties on 'cause it's cold
truth to the
outside!" The radio deejay from
gr oun dhog's
predictions.
the movie Groundhog Day had
it right.
"I don't
know why,"
Yes, once again Americans
Nathan Steele Beck said.
celebrate the day when the
"My dad's a
groundhog emerges from his
farmer, and
hole to look for his shadow.
he kind of
Other aniAlthough not a federal or
mals including bears and bad- relies on it. He knows it's mainstate holiday, Groundhog Day
gers have been used to replace ly superstition, but he puts
has been a part of American
some stock in it."
a groundhog in some areas.
culture for decades. Every year
Tom Richter, freshman from
Groundhogs across the counon February 2, Americans wait
said he does not
Murray,
try
have
been
used
for
the
holito see what the groundhog will
believe
in
the
groundhog tradiday,
but
Punxsutawney
Phil
predict about the coming
tion,
but
likes
the holiday.
from
Punxsutawney,
Pa.,
has
months.
become one of the most well"It's a lovely tradition and a
According to legend, if the known for many Americans.
wonderful part of Americana,"
groundhog sees his shadow
Richter
said.
Although statistics do not
after he emerges from his
Melanie Turner, junior from
underground home, six more support the idea of weather
Ill., said sh e
Metropolis,
predictions
based
on
t
he
weeks of winter will follow. If
believes
the
holiday
is without
groundhog's
fi
ndings,
many
be does not see his shadow,
purpose.
wait
for
the
animal
people
still
spring is near and he stays
to tell them the weather for the
"I just think it's kinda silly
above ground.
coming weeks.
that
we should base predictions
Groun dhog Day originated in
on
how
a groundhog feels when
Many
University
students
fourth-century England as
he
wakes
up," Turner said.
have
mixed
feelings
about
Candlemas, a religious feast
Groundhog
Day.
Kevin Fitzgerald, graduate
celebrating the presentation of
BY REBECCA D OUTT

"

student from Hamden, Conn.,
agreed.
"I don't believe that an animal can predict the weather,"
he said.
A.J. Triano, sophomore from
Benton, Ill., said the weather i s
too unpredictable to be predicted by an animal.
"I think it's a fun thing to
observe, but I don't pay much
attention to whether he sees
his shadow," Triano said. "The
weather changes so fast that I
don't think it really matters if
he sees his shadow. The weather is just unpredictable."
Nathan Steele, senior from
Louisville, said Groundhog Day
is one of his favorite holidays.
"I think Groundhog Day is
the best national holiday, the
best to ever come to this
nation," Steele said.
"A holiday to celebrate a
rodent. I love Groundhog Day
and Columbus Day, the two
most overlooked holidays of the
year."
"I think he'll see his shadow,"
Triano said. "This nice weather
we've had lately is just a fluke."
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:.singer brings 'good story' with concert Hollywood producer
Bv

REBECCA

Doun

STAFF WRIHR

When the first engine failed,
the seven passengers didn't
panic- they prayed.
, When the second engine
failed, they kept praying. The
plane crashed into the Bering
Sea, leaving the passengers to
hang onto empty gas barrels in
36 degree water for almost an
hour.
Now the passengers give God
the credit for their survival.
On
August
13,
1993,
Christian singer Don Wharton
and six other Lutheran evange.. lists were returning from
' Russia where they had been
delivering medicine, clothes,
food and Bibles.
' ' The plane was approximately
' 40 miles from its destination in
Nome, Alaska, when the first
engine failed. Shortly thereafter, the second engine failed,
forcing them to crash into the
sea.
The passengers grabbed
empty 5-gallon gas barrels
from the plane to use as flotation devices. The splash from
the crashing plane was seen by
a pilot flying nearby. When he

that temperflew back to
ature
without
see
what "
I believe very strongly thermal procaused
the
tection.
splash, one of
in my God and his
his two pas·
Wharton
power to protect me.
said
many
sengers spotI believe he was the
ted people in
factors influthe water. The
enced their
one that saw us
survival that
pilot radioed a
through this thing.
day.
message
to
"There
Nome about
Don Wharton were so many
the crash, saythings that
ing he did not
h a p pen e d
have enough
fuel to stay in the air. Another that I can hardly begin to list
plane soon arrived to watch the them all," Wharton said.
For example, the wind was
spot until helicopters arrived.
Two helicopters arrived to blowing opposite its usual
rescue the passengers, but nei- direction for that time, causing
ther had water-landing equip- the waves to be much lower
ment, so they hovered over the than usual. A helicopter that
water, allowing rescuers to pull usually does not fiy in that area
the victims aboard. Each victim was in Nome. The pilot of
was in some stage of hypother- another plane happened to see
mia, but all were treated and the splash of the crashing
released from a local hospital plane.
The weather, which had been
that day.
The victims were in the 36 cloudy, snowy and rainy,
degree water for an hour. The cleared up moments before the
Federal
Aviation crash.
Wharton said the weather
Administration said no one has
ever survived a crash in the change was very noticeable
Bering Sea. The crash victims once they were in the water.
also set a record for the longest
"I got dizzy in the water
anyone has survived in water because I couldn't focus on any-

thing," Wharton said. ''There
wasn't a cloud in the sky; not
one. The only thing to focus on
was the sun . All the factors
made it all a miracle, really."
The crash occurred on Friday
the 13th, but Wharton said he
does not believe in luck.
''I believe very strongly in my
God and his power Lo protect
me," Wharton said. "I believe
he was the one that saw us
through this thing."
Wharton has been writing
and singing Christian music for
16 years. He has toured across
the country, primarily in
Lutheran churches but also at
other churches and in other
locations.
He will be in concert Sunday,
Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. The concert
is free.
Wharton describes his music
as "middle of the road with
some
country,
but
all
Christian." He has produced
nine
albums,
including
Encouragement, his latest.
"111 tell about the story and
sing some music," Wharton
said. "Come out, spend an hour
with us and hear a good story."'

presents film lecture
8 Y jENNifER PO TTER

one of the most important

STAFf WRITER

parts of the business world.

"Invade Hollywood," he said.
Hollywood. By being
'not Hol1ywood', you have
He spoke informally with fresh ideas. You know the
the students at his lecture, market."
speaking to each one and all
Enrietto said he became a
lhe while twisting a set of rub- producer so he could hire his
ber bands idly between his fi n- own self.
gers.
He has been involved with
Robert Enrietto could not be hit television shows such as
farther from Hollywood in his "Life Goes On","In the Heat of
Levi's and sweatshirt, but the Night", "Falcon Crest",
nevertheless, Enrietto has a and "Remington Steele".
film history any student can
His film credits include the
envy.
animated/ live action "Rock-aEnrietto, a film producer doodle" and "Behind Enemy
and director from Los Angeles, Lines" as well as "Butch
presented a lecture to stu- Cassidy and the Sundance
dents and faculty on Jan. 31 in Kid."
the Fine Arts Building.
Enrietto was born in
With more than 25 years of Chicago in 1941 and received
film and television experience, his Bachelor's Degree in
Enrietto offered students a Communications at Columbia
glimpse at life on the other College.
side of the camera.
Currently he is teaching
He spoke one-on-one with several classes foT film stuthe students, discussing what dents at Columbia.
each wanted to do with his or
"Nothing keeps •you from
her degree and gave individ- going as far as you want to
ual advice.
go,"' Enrietto said. "You're only
He said making contacts is as limited as you are."
AND M ANDY W OLF
COLLECt l tFE EOtTOil
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OUTSTANDING PARENTS?
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* Halftime award presentation
* Overnight stay
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New policies begin after lower grade point averages
"We try to notify them to let them
know they really need to be in class,"
Naberezny said. "Some of them we
simply cannot find. It is almost like
they did not drop out of school, but
just left."
A few examples of why students do
not make it to class include those students who take on too much, as well as
those who do not seem to do much at

Bv MELODI B ROWN
STAFF WRITER

"

A great deal of the

GPA p~oblems stem
Many students may wonder why the
University decided to enforce an
from students not
attendance policy. Some say it was
attending classes.
due to the lack of attendance and the
number of student's grades which suffered during the fall semester.
Of all first year students, 351 finPaul Naberezny
ished the fall semester with less than an.
a 2.0 grade point average. Paul
"Many students took on a full load of
Naberezny, counselor and instructor classes and a 40 hour work week,"
of the Counseling and Testing Center, Naberezny said. "We try to tell them demonstrate the necessary academic
said this is not uncommon.
ahead of time they may have trouble background for baccalaureate level
"Every year we have a number of with that kind of load, but they do it admission will be considered for
students, even seniors, that end up anyway and find out they cannot han- admission into the pre-baccalaureate
with a 0.00 GPA," he said. "We are dle it. Others just do not seem to make level with restrictions on the courses
and level of course work that may be
mostly concerned with the freshmen. it from Richmond to campus."
taken."
A great deal of the GPA problems
stem from students not attending Admissions Polley
Out of the 132 freshman on academclasses."
ic probation, 91 are pre-baccalaureate
The University now has an open students. A few ideas have been proAttendance Policy
admissions policy where students are posed to make it a little more difficult
accepted into a pre-baccalaureate pro- to enter the University.
"We are thinking about setting up
Naberezny said the University has gram. To be admitted, a student must
interviews
with the pre-baccalaureate
tried to help the situation by enforcing earn an 18 on his ACT's, as well as
students
to
find out why they are
the attendance policy. The adminis- meet the high school qualifications.
planning
to
come
to college, and what
tration sends out attendance reports According
to
t he
1994-96
they
plan
to
get
out of their educato the students, and sends letters Undergraduate Bulletin, students
tion,"
Naberezny
said. "Some of the
when a student misses an excessive "whose high school curriculum, class
pre-baccalaureates
do really well once
amount of class.
rank or national test scores do not
~

Good Luck
Racers!

~

~

"

First Year Experience is a class
designed to help students get
acquainted with college life and how to
handle it. A number of students failed
the course, simply because they did
not attend class. A vast majority of
those who failed the course ended the
semester with a 0.00 GPA.

Second Chance
According to the Academic Bulletin,
the Academic Second Chance is "an
appeal procedure for an undergraduate student to request academic forgiveness."
It allows students who meet the
guidelines and requirements to leave
a semester's grades out of the final
GPA. The student must "petition the
Admissions and Registrar's Office in
writing, specifying the terms for which
ASC is requested." Only one semester
may be to be forgiven.
"In addition to these, t here has been
some conversation about adding more
second-half
semester
courses,"
Naberezny said. "this way if the student just cannot handle the course,
they will have a better chance at
receiving some credit hours from
somewhere."

Washers still

75¢

~

Rudy's

Spades Tournament

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a .m.-11 p .m.
Sunday 9 a .m.- 11 p .m.

On the Square
Home of the best
burgers as per Southern
Living magazine.
Monday - Friday
5 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Friday 4- 9 p.m~
753-1632

they get here, but some do not."
"Many students who are diagnosed
in high school with learning disabilities do not tell us they have trouble
until over half the semester is over,"
he said. "If they let us know earlier,
we can help them. If they wait until
they dig themselves into a hole in
their classes to tell us, there is not a
whole lot we can do."
Naberezny is remaining optimistic
about student improvement and said
he will not know anything until academic review, when he can see where
the students are. If they are running
into trouble, their schedules may be
reworked to help them.
"Some of these students just do not
belong here," be iaid. "Some belong in
literacy centers or community colleges . They need to get their basic
skills and then come here.
"For some students in the Marshall,
Graves and other surrounding counties, we are like their community college because we are so close. We cannot offer the lower course levels that
they may need."
Programs at the University to help
the situation include the First Year
Experience program and the Academic
Second Chance.

Saturday Feb. 3
in the Coffee House
Hart Hall

1 p.m.
Good Luck to the Participants
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America's Leadership
Development Fraternity

Monday
SGA

SGA

SGA

SGA

SGA

SGA

IFC Hot Dogger in Curris Center Ballroon1, 5 p.m.

Tuesday

SGA INTERVIEWS

Sporty's GrilllO p .m. - Mi d night

FEB. 21

Wednesday

5 P.M. BARKLEY ROOM

Sumo Wrestling at the ATO house 7 P;m.

Thursday

3 Positions Open

Skating with the Taus at Circus Skate, 10:10 p.rn.- 12:10 a.m .

Friday

2 Senators for the College of Humanistic Studies

Pizza with the Taus at Mr. Gatti's 10 p.m.- Midnight

1 Senate Chairperson - Student Services Evaluation
Committee

Saturday
Smoker by invitation only

Applications due by Monday Feb. 19 at 4:30.
Applications are available in the SGA office on the
first floor of the Curris Center.
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Sunday
To be announced
If you need a ride or have any questions
call Mike Hopkins at 753-7605 or Jimmy Dorris at 753-0173
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Racers eat up rewards
Nutt sign s new four -year deal; Hampton leads honorees at banquet
Bv M IKE 0 HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

This year's onrush of accolades for the
Murray State football team is more than
Houston Nutt could have possibly hoped
for when he signed a four-year contract
with MSU after the 1992 season.
But the 1995 Eddie Robinson Division
1-AA Coach of the Year Award winner,
who directed the Racers to their first
Ohio Valley Conference championship
in nine years, received the icing on the
cake Monday when he signed a fouryear contract extension, meaning that
Nutt will stay in Murray until the year
2000. Terms were not disclosed.
Nutt, whose Racers finished ninth in
the nation with an 11-1 record and a
berth in the 1-AA Playoffs, thinks the

hardest part of rebuilding MSU's pro- Award runner-up, while Cullors, a
gram lies ahead.
senior from Richardson, Texas, finished
"We fought and scratched to become a thir d in t he voting for the Walter
championship team, and now that we Payton Offensive Player Award.
are champions, we have to be even betQuarterback Mike Cherry earned
ter because everyone will be shooting team Most Valuable Player recognition.
after us," said Nutt, who has'compiled a The junior from Texarkana, Ark. won
20-11 record with the Racers. "It's hard the distinction not just for his play, but
to get to the top, but it's even harder to because of his leadership on and off the
stay there."
field as well as accumulating a 2.5 grade
Meanwhile, his troops were honored point average last semester.
at Saturday's Racer Football Banquet,
Junior fullback David McCann and
where they received their 1995 OVC senior defensive end J eff Hornak were
Championship rings.
named Offensive and Defensive MVPs,
At the national level, cornerback respectively, while senior placekicker
William Hampton and tailback Derrick Chris Dill claimed Special Teams MVP
Cullors were named All-Americans by honors. Sophomore defensive end Kirk
two different sources. Hampton, a Barnett was t he Racers' Rookie of the
junior from Little Rock, Ark., was also Year.
the Buck Buchanan Defensive Player
Seniors Lamond Dean, Ramon Okoli

and Mike Ruppe each received captains
awards, and the Roy Stewart Award for
charcter and leadership was granted to
seniors Derick Atchley and Mike Cutter.
Academic awards were presented to
the five Racers who made the dean's
list: Dill, junior Anthony Hutch, sophomore Rob Hart and freshmen Gary
Humphrey and Jason Williams.
MSU's 19 All-OVC selections were
also recognized.
• Nutt will announce the 1996 MSU
football recruiting class at 8:30 a.m.
Wednesday in the Racer Room at
Stewart Stadium.
With 17 scholarships available, Nutt
and his six assistant coaches have been
selling their program across the nation,
hoping to sign 22 new faces.

Rifle team aims
for sectional,
national meets
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

r

The hunt is on for a trip to Colorado Springs, Colo. for the
NCAA Championships, and the Murray State rifle team has a
week to prepare for qualifying at the collegiate sectionals Feb. 911 at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
Facing many of the opponents they will compete against at
sectionals, the Racers placed fifth at the Roger Withrow
Invitational Friday through Sunday at the rifle range.
Kentucky won the match with 6176 points, 21 ahead of
Alaska-Fairbanks, followed by Tennessee Tech, Jacksonville
State and MSU, 66 points off the pace.
Head coach Elvis Green said the emphasis for this week of
practice is for the shooters to work out any kinks and get comfortable with their techniques. Teams must score in the top
eight in the country in order to qua.H.fy for the national ch ampionship match.
"Everybody on the team is working hard on finalizing their
positions and making corrections to improve their scores," Green
~aid. "The only thing you can try to do is to give them some ·
pointers to help them reach their goal.
"Each person is different, so they make the final positionings.
• The other shooters also give tips, so it's a team effort."
• Top scorers for the Racers included Ohio Valley Conference
Most Valuable Perfonner Amanda Stone and conference first·
teamer Ken Hicks.
Stone, a junior from Wyoming, Mich., is proud of her achievement but is aware that she cannot rest on her laurels.
"It (the MVP award) gives me a boost of confidence and a lit tle
payback for all my hard work," said Stone, who placed 18th in
the air rifle category with a score of 381, six points out of first
place. "I'm happy about it, but it won't help me for sectionals
because sectionals is a tota11y different match and nobody cares
if you won the OVC."
Hicks. freshman from Morrison, Colo., finished lOth in the
small bore division by shooting a total of 1156, 11 points behind
UK's :\.Iichael Boggs.
Green admitted to making an error in selecting his lineups for
the Withrow meet. IfKristi Penrod's smallbore score would have
been counted toward the Gold team's total, the Racers would
have jumped into fourth with 15 more points. However, Green
said the mistake was easily correctable.
A pleasing !!urprise has been the performance of Mike
Puncochar, who is in the top running for an alternate position
after firing MSU's fifth-highest smallbore score. The sophomore
from Hillsboro, Ore. thinks the Racers' chances for qualifying
are stronger than those oflast year's squad, which placed fourth
nationally despite strong competition.
"The teams that came to the Withrow match are the ones that
will be here for sectionals, but 1 think we're better off than
where we were last year," said Puncochar, who shot an 1145.
..We're more focused on what we need to do, and we're accustomed to shooting here, so being at home helps out."

Racers excel from free throw line,
Brown in national scoring column
With a win at Austin Peay Stalll
Sab.Jrday and at Mtddle Tennessee
State Monday, the Murray State men's
baske1balllllam ran rts oonle19nC8
record to 6·1. Frt~e throws and the
scoring of point guard Marcus Brown
have~ the Racers k> the Ohio
Valley Conference lead.

Free thro w percentage:
Team
1. Utah

FT

FTA

3!K>
336
243

~4

324

5. BYU

365

488

6. Hawru1
7 Harvard
s. Radford
9 Wis -GB
10. Samford

317

425

238
233

321
315

2. Weber St.
3. Sletson
4. Va. Ml1tary

2~

435
~

PCT.
802

n2
75.0
748
748
746
741
74.0

281

~

73.9

'2!37
282
321
340
259
2.94

402

73.9
73.8

11 . Kant
382
12. Stantoro
435
13. Toledo
462
14. J Madison
362
15. Murray Sl
400
16 Sl John's
2:l8
05
17. UConn
:DJ
400
18. N.C. Sl
Zl8
:JJ1
Source: The Sports Network

73.8

73.6
73.6

73.5
73.4
73.3
730

Sco r i ng :
1 Kev10 Granger. Texas So

2. JaFonde Williams. Hampton
3. Bubba Wells, Austin Peay St.
4. Marcus Brown, Murray Sl
5. Eci:ie Benton, Vermont
6 Allen Iverson. GeorgE~town
7. BonZl Wells, Ball St.
8. Aega,e Frt~eman, Texas
9 Aninony Harris, Hawru1
10. Matt Alosa. New Hampshire

Not.bles:
Abdur·Aah1m, CaliloiTIIS
Jeff Nordgaard. Wls.-Green Bay
Ray Allen, Connecbcut
Michael Hart, Tennessee-Martin
John Wall~. Syracuse
Ronme Henderson, lout518na St.
Danny Fortson. Cinc1nnab
Monty Wilson. TaMassee St.
Bnan Evans, Indiana
Ryan Minor, Oklahoma
Marcus Camby, Massachusetts
Jeremy Veal, Arizona St.
Danya Abrams, Boston College
Kerth VM Hom, Utah
Geno Car1isle, Northwestern
Shart~ef

26.9
26.7
25.5
25.2
25.1
24.4
24.4
24 3
242
24.1
23.9
23.7

23.3
23.1

230
22.0
218
212
212
20.8
20.8
20.7
20.6
20.5
20.3

Stardngs lhroo\11 Monday, Jan. 29
Chad E. Holder/GraphiCS EdtOI"

t

Andy lee/Staff

Dana Bellair, a junior sprinter from Fort Wayne, Ind., loosens up before a recent practice In prepa·
ration for the Indiana Indoor Invitational today and Saturday in Bloo mington. Bellair set a seasonbest of 16' 8-1 /2'' In the long jump against Southeast Missouri State Friday In Cape Girardeau.

McKinney storms Cape
again with two records
Mile, 800-meter winner ready to test mettle at IU;
MSU improves individual marks despite SEMO loss
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPears EDITOR

Cape Girardeau, Mo. has
been very good to distance runner Jason McKinney.
The
sophomore
from
Georgetown, Ill. led the Murray
State men's and women's track
teams to three personal records
and 11 season bests at Friday's
indoor dual meet against
Southeast Missouri State,
highlighted by McKinney's two
SEMO Student Recreation
Center records.
Although SEMO won the
men's and women's team
standings 86-26 and 75-36,
respectively, McKinney established new track standards by
winning the 800-meter run in
one minute and 57.5 seconds
and the men's mile with a time
of 4:19.1.
"The team scores indicate
that we got killed, but we put
people in the events where they
could get their best times," said
MSU head coach Bob Doty, who
used the competition as an
additional practice for his
squad. "SEMO won the OVC
(championship) last year, so we
knew it was going to be tough,
but we got what we wanted out
of the meet."
McKinney, who won the Ohio
Valley
Conference
Cross
Country Championships and
Rpnner of the Year Award last

''

In these conference meets, I usually
go in as the number-one guy, but that
will be nothing like the competition
we 'II face this weekend.
''
Jason McKinney

fall in Cape Girardeau, knows
things will be slightly different
at the Indiana Invitational
today and Saturday in
Bloomington, Ind.
"In these conference meets, 1
usually go in as the numberone guy, but that will be nothing like the competition we'll
face this weekend," McKinney
said. "This is the big meet of
the year, and we're getting
tuned up for it."
Other top male finishers
against SEMO include freshman Tony Jonas and Jeremy
Sobecki, who placed second and
third, respectively, behind
McKinney in the 800, while
junior sprinter Greg Ward finished second in the 400.
Meanwhile, the Lady Racers
had six second-place finishes to
support senior Ch armaine
Thomas' win in the 600 and
junior Mernette Forde's 55meter dash victory. Forde also
set new season marks in the

200 and the long jump.
Sprinter/long jumper Dana
Bellair, who ran the third leg of
MSU's second-place women's
mile relay team, was pleased
about the progress that she and
her teammates made at SEMO.
"As far as for my performance, it was a good meet to
build my confidence," said the
junior from Fort Wayne, Ind.
who also leapt to her best long
jump of the year with a mark of
16' 8-112". "Since it was a dual
meet, it wasn't very crowded, so
we could see what everyone
was doing and cheer for them.
We came together as a team."
Other Racers that made personal improvements included:
shotputtcrs Nick Murray (42')
and Teressa Powell (39' 9"),
long jumpers Jacob Keown ( 18'
10-3/4") and Lori Kemp (17' 4114"), and distance runner
Renee Haley, with season-best
times of 5:38 in the women's
mile and 2:35.1 in the 800.
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Anew

trick up
Magic's
sleeve
Johnson still
has skills to
boost Lakers
B v BRIAN SMITH
AsSISTANT SPoRTS EDITOR

Poofl The Magic man has
cast another spell on the
National
Basketball
Association, again rejoining
the Los Angeles Lakers in
hopes of overcoming HIV to
prove himself against his
peers, to give his youngest
children a ......- - - -......
chance to
SPORTS
see
him
play and TALK
perhaps to 1---------1
win anoth- BRIAN
er champi- SMITH
onship.
Besides the Chicago Bulls'
attempt to set the best
r ecord in NBA history, there
bad not been too much else
to get excited about in the
league until Tuesday night,
whe n
Earvin
"Magic"
Johnson made his return to
the NBA.
Johnson is 27 pounds
h eavier than when he
retired, but with his combination of experience and
size, he will be a force to
reckon with anywhere on the
court, most notably in the
low post.
With Joh nson coming off
the bench, he will be coming
in for either power forward
Elden Campbell or point
guard Nick Van Exel.
Johnson h as quickly been
tagged as a point forward ,
meaning he can play point
guard or power forward
when he enters a ballgame.
Both Campbell and Van
Exel have been playing well
this year, so it will be interesting to see how each one
reacts when their minutes
are reduced and players are
sh uffied between positions.
Johnson's handling of the
basketball and no-look passes left the cr owd in Los
Angeles loving every minute
of his debut.
'
Johnson displayed the
same offensive prowess that
earned him his nickname
and led the Lakers to five
NBA titles as he scored 19
points, 10 assists, and 8
rebounds in the win over
Golden State. Not bad for the
first time back after a fouryear layoff, considering
Michael Jordan did not do
that well in his first game
back after a short-lived baseball career .
With Magic's return, the
Lakers become automatic
favorites to win the Pacific
Division. The Lakers are tied
with Sacramento for second
place behind Seattle, and
Magic's presence can only
help the Lakers.
For this comeback, Magic
didn't have the opposition
like he did in 1992 when
some NBA players, like Utah
Jazz forward Karl Malone,
spoke out against him playing for fear of contracting the
HIV virus. But with AIDS
education and the need for a
spark in the NBA, Johnson
was a welcomed sight for
sore eyes.
Showtime may no longer
be present in L.A., but
Johnson's return brings a little Hollywood attitude to this
young Laker team, and that
could push them into a team
ready to make a run for a
championship.
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Turnovers costly for Lady Racers
Fields' squad has Windex shine, but ball handling problems pose big concerns
B Y BRIAN SMITH
ASSIST~NT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's basketball
team's roller-coaster ride through the Ohio
Valley Conference is once again on a
downhill slide.
After winning two consecutive league
games, the Lady Racers dropped two in a
row to bring their record to 5-12, 2-5 in
conference play.
MSU, last in the OVC in rebounding two
seasons ago, is outrebounding conference
opponents by six boards a game, and are
shooting five percentage points better from
the field as well. By just hearing those
statistics, one would think that the Lady
Racers should have a better OVC record.
But they are last in the league in
turnovers, giving up five more turnovers
than they produce. Their turnover-toassist ratio is almost two to one, causing
head coach Eddie Fields to look for ways to
correct these mistakes.
"We work really hard in practice trying ·
to protect the ball and doing the things we
are capable of doing in a game situation,"
Fields said. "'We don't have a true point
guard, so we are having to teach other
guards how to play point guard, and that
takes some time to do."
In Saturday's 65-63 loss to Austin Peay
State in Clarksville, Tenn., the Lady
Racers had 33 turnovers and only 11
assists, losing the game by two points.
MSU had better statistics than the Lady
Governors in every category except
turnovers and assists. Fields thinks that if
his players would try to relax and play the
way they are capable of playing, things
would work out.
"' think that some of our problems on
the offensive end have to do with us forcing a tough pass instead of backing it out
and running our offense again," Fields
said. "We get in close games and then we
seem to lose our concentration for a
moment. Then we're back down and it's
too late to come back."

Shirley Martin/Guest

Chase Smith, a 5' 9" sophomore guard/forward from Ridgway, Ill., looks to
Initiate the half-court offense off' of transition during the Hurray State wom en's baske tball team's 65-63 loss to Austin Peay State Sat urday In
Clarksville, Tenn. The Lady Racers shot and rebounded be tter than the
lady Governors, but HSU's 33 tumovers did the m ln.
The Lady Racers have improved In several key statist ical categories after
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Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's• the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee .

rMediUin-Freiicii Fry -::,:-2/: -,

•

seve n Ohio Valle y Confe rence, Including scoring defe nse (first), field goal
pe rcentage (se cond) and rebounding margin (second). But what has hurt
HSU the most Is their ball handling, as they rank last In the OVC with a
turnover margin of minus five.
Smith tallied two points, four rebounds. four assists, one block and one
stea l with four turnovers In 15 minutes against APSU.

So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.
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Brown sets tone for Racers' repeat campaign
1995 OVC MVP has blossomed despite new position, physical demands; NBA Draft forecast keeps rising
To be compared to Michael Jordan is
one thing; almost every rising basketball star has received similar accolades. But to go through a season similar to Jordan's and remain on top of
your game is a differ- . . - - - - - - .
ent matter altogeth- S p 0 R TS
er. Marcus Brown
has done just that TALK
!ind more for the
Murray State men's MIKE
basketball team.
0HSTROM
Brown, last year's .___ _ _ __.
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Year, Tournament Most Valuable
Player and Male Athlete of the Year,
has outdone himself this time around.
The 6'3" senior guard from West

2~¢

Memphis, Ark. has made the transition from shooting guard to point
guard with flying colors. Not only bas
he led the Racers to a 12-5 record and
first place in the OVC at 6-1, but he is
also fourth in the nation in scoring
with an average of 25.2 points per
game, compared to his OVC-leading
22.4 mark last season.
What is even more outstanding
about his achievements is that despite
all of the pressure, hype and demands
placed upon him to perform at such a
high level, Brown continues to shine
with little rest. In fact, he played in
every second of MSU's road wins over
Middle Tennessee State Monday in
Murfreesboro and Austin Peay State

Saturday in Clarksville, Tenn., totaling 50 points, 13 rebounds, three
assists and three steals.
In fifth place on MSU's all-time scoring list with 1,898 points, Brown is
looking to close out his career as a
Racer with more than just individual
accomplishments.
Winning another OVC championship ring is on his mind, as well as
graduating with a degree in physical
education. Otherwise, Brown would
have opted to leave MSU a year early
to try his luck in the pros. Instead, he
recognized the tougher, more rewarding challenge and went after it without batting an eye.
Brown does have an outside chance

·copies

ON QUANTITIES OF 100 COPIES OR MORE
ON ALL UNIVERSITY AND MSU ORGANIZATION ACCOUNTS.

1411 Main Street (across from Sparks Hall)
(502) 753-7117

at earning an All-American selection
as weU as a possible lottery pick in the
1996 National Basketball Association
Draft, but Brown's immediate focus is
clearly on guiding his team to a second
consecutive OVC Tourney title and
back to the NCAA Tournament.
Then one of the most prolific scorers
in school history can finally take a
breather and bask in the glory of his
hoop dream come true.
Apparently Major League Baseball
has not learned the lessons from the
still unresolved strike of 1994.
Without a salary cap in place, the
rich teams are getting richer, signing

the top free agents and leaving the
small-market franchises with the
scraps, further stretching the competition gap between playoff teams and
second division also-rans.
St. Louis, Cleveland and Baltimore
are paving the way in blockbuster free
agent moves. And while these teams'
respective owners and general managers are earning their keep by assembling talent-laden rosters, it detracts
from the game when the top challengers for the World Series, barring
injuries, are already known well
before spring training opens.
·
Baseball was America's pastime, but
without a salary cap to level the playing field, money wins championships.

,
r -----------STUDENTS, it's time once again to
nominate your favorite teacher for the

I
I
I
I
I

.MAX CARMAN AWARD
for the award.
PLEASE COMPLETE TIIE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

1. In what department does the faculty member teach?

,2. Have you had this professor in class? If so, what class?

I
I
I
I
I
L

3. Is the professor available for assistance outside the classroom?
4. What qualities do you feel this professor has that would
qualify him/her for this award for
outstanding classroom performance?

5. Must have four years teaching experience
at Murray State University

Students Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _D~a~te..__ _ _ _ __
Major
Phone

Spring Rush '96

Sunday, Feb. 4

Rush Begins
Midnight

Monday, Feb. 5

Hot Dog2er
Curris Center ira'llroom
5 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 6

Casino Night
Pike Lodge at 6 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 7

Pizza Ni2ht

Mr. Gatti's at 10p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 8

What is ITKA?
Pike Lodge at 8 p.m.
•shrimp will be served

Smoker

Friday, Feb. 9

Invitation Only 6p.m.
(Meet at lodge in coat and tie)

Saturday, Feb 10

Open House

If you have any questions or need a ride call Jason Swinny 753-9190

or Jayme Gholson 753-2192

Free concert
Feb. 5 at noon
Curris Center
Dance Lounge

-----------Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Hon,or Society

Murray State Uaivenity Circle

Spring 1996
The membership commitee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting
applications from G,ualified students. The minimwn criteria that must be
met by a student to be eligible for consideration are:
A. Junior, Senior, or Graduate standing
B. Rank in the upper 35% of class
C. One semester in residence at Murray State University
D. Attainment of special distinction in at least two of the following five
areas:
1. scholarships
2. athletics
3. campus activities, religious activities, social service, community service, etc.
4. journalism, speech, and the mass media
S. creative and performing arts

Interested students may pick up an application form at the information desk in the
Curris Center or in the Student A.Jfain office (Ordway Hall).
All applications must be returned by Friday, Mar. 1 to
Dr. Don Robef:tson, Student Affairs office, Ordway HaJJ
or
Jane Half, Rm. 105, Business Building

They appeared in the movie "Blink"!
SUMMER

(

as.

RetuzD Form to SGA omce b y - . F ...
1986
Please use additional sheets if needed.
Funded by

I

I.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
st":-'1 .I
~ .J

1, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , would like to nominate

.I

I
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Indoor Track

Rifle
Roger Withrow Invitational
Team Results:
1) Kentucky, 4637-1539 6176. 2)
Alaska- Fairbanks, 4635-1520
6155. 3) Tennessee Tech, 45991532 6131 . 4) Jacksonville St
(Red), 4610-1506 6116. 5) Murray
St. (Gold), 4591-1519 61 10. 6)
Murray St. (Blue), 4530-1 484 601 4.
7) Tennessee-Martin, 4485-1486
5971 . 8) Jacksonville St. (White),
4466·1 492 5958. 9) Murray St.
(White), 4451-1446 5897. 10)
Morehead St. (Blue), 4390-1408
5798. 11) Missouri-Kansas City,
4368-1 362 5730.
MSU Top Scorera:
Smallbore (1st= 1167):
10. Ken Hicks
1156
16. lryt Chance
1151
20. Amanda Stone
1150
21. Kristi Penrod
1 149
24. Michael Puncochar 1145

Southeast Missouri Dual Meet
Men· SEMO 86, MSU 26.
Women- SEMO 75, MSU 36

MSU High Point Scorers:

M!iln
Jason McKinney
Gregg Ward
Tony Jonas
Jacob Keown
Anthony Jett
Jeremy Sobecki
Nick Murray
Derrick Henderson

10
·3
3
3
3
2

. W2m.!ln
Mernette Forde
Charmaine Thomas
Lori Ke"l>
Renee Haley
Dawn Miller
Phyllis Jackson
Charlene Shobe
Dana Belfair
Teressa Powell

8
5
4
4
3
3
3
2
1

28. Jake Fisher
30. Scott Plewke
·35. Laura Chase
Air Rifle (1 st=38n:
18. Amanda Stone
19. lryt Chance

1140
1134
, 127

20. Andrew Cordell
23. Ken Hicks
24. Kristi Penrod
28. Jake Fisher
32. Matt Hayden
39, Jeff Vaughan

381
380

380
379
379
376
375
372

Sports Calendar
TODAY
Indoor Track & Field· Indiana Invitational at Bloomington

SATURDAY
Women's Basketball· Tennessee Tech vs. MSU at 1 p.m. in Racer
Arena
Men's Basketball- Tennessee Tech vs. MSU at 4 pm. in Racer Arena
Indoor Track & Field· Indiana Invitational at Bloomington

MONDAY
Women's Basketball · Tennessee State vs. MSU at 5:45 in Racer
Arena
Men's Basketball· Tennessee State vs . MSU at 7:45p.m. in Racer
Arena

FRIDAY
Rifle· Collegiate Sectionals at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

SunlloiNerseeds and ioe cream
to the KPA Crewt

Nice Bananes, Charlene!

Congrats Angie Roberts! You
d1d a wonderful JOb 1n Campus
Lights. Love in AGO, Your
Sisters.

Happy Birthday Solley, from
all the Gangl!

Katie • Spitt1n' seeds 1n the
Mystery Machine! I can't be·
lieve you told on mel

Dorl<, you're worl<ing too hard!

Here's one for the cottage.
Love, Scoop.
Take a ride on the Napertown
Express!! Next Stop...l

Satum and Fuzzy seat covers= Recall
Oh Ted, I need my earrings
back!
Boycott Winslow cafetena.
They false advertise. Have you
seen the sundae bar MWF?
J - Pest I told you Watermelon
~ead was a compulsive liar.
Pencil
http://www.thenews.org

He who knows not, and knows
not that he knows not is a fool.
Shun h•m. He who knows not,
and knows that he knows not
is simple. Teach h1m. He who
knows ,and knows not that he
knows is asleep, Awaken him.
He who knows, and knows that
he knows is wise. Follow him.

Advert i se

Ton, I just want to tell you that
you're agreatlil sis.l can't wait
for Spring Break, we're going
to have a blast! Love, Your Big
Sis. ~=- ,..L

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

Nanny to live-in w1th caring
family in the Washington DC
Area must have Nanny
expenence or elementary
education courses. Salary
$350 a week plus free room
and board. Call301 -251 -0322

interpersonal skills required.
Experience as a Resident
Advisor p referred. Send a
letter of appliCatJon, resume
and names and phone
numbers of three references
to Upward Bound - SUMMER,
Murray State University, P.O.
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071
prior to 311196. Employment
dependent upon grant
fundtng. Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, WF/0, AA
employer.

COME OUT AND JOIN US.
The MSU Gay and Lesbian
Student Organization meets
weekly. For Info call762·4 723
or762·4556. Auntver&~ty sanctioned group.

in

The

NOTICE
FI'M T·Shlrt + $1000 Credtt
Card fundraiaera for frate mi·
ties, sororities and groups. Any
campuaorganization can raise
up to $1 000 by eaming a
whopping $S.OO?VISA application. Call 1-8()()..932-0528
ext.65 Qualified callers receive
Free T-Shirt

Murray

Stab!
New~

M.:~ NEWS

as t he Racers of the Week.
Stone, a junior from Wyoming, Mich., won the Air Rifle
Most Valuable Perfo rmer award at the Ohio Valley
Conference Rifle Championships Jan. 20 in Cookeville,
Tenn. Stone followed her OVC score of 384 with a 381.
six points off the pace at Sunday's Roger Withrow
Invitational at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
Walker, a senior from Cordelle, Ga., set a Dunn Center
opponent record with 20 rebounds in t he Murray State
men's basketball t eam's 71 -64 win over Austin Peay State
Sat urday in Clarksville, Tenn. The 6'6" forward also held
OVC leading scorer Bubba Wells to 17 points on 4-of-12
shooting, including two in the first half.

•
Ul

The
Murray

SAA members next meebng
Feb. 5, 5 p.m.. Misstaslppi
Room.

State

SGA Interviews: Feb. 21, 5
p.m., Barkley Room. 3 positions open: 2 senators for College of Humanistic Studtes, 1
senate chairper$00 • Student
Services Evaluation Commit·
tee application due by Mon.
Feb. 194:30p.m.Applications
available •n SGA office on first
floor of Cums Center.

News!
1:30

"Black Sheep" s:2o
CPG-131

INDEX

Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word

With MSU ID: 1Oe per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

PERSON.t.LS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOARENT
FOASALE

HELP WANTED
lOST&FOUNO
AIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

Classffieds Department,
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IFY IMMEDIATELY. 1 888
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CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline.•.•.•Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

Amanda Stone and Fred Walker have been named

Allison Photography, Composites, portraits, passports, all
your photography needs. f!IJ7
S. 4th St. 753-88q9

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word

Sports
Notebook

Advertise

HELP WANTED

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT ·
Teacher and Resident
Advisor positions available for
Upward Bound's six week,
residential summer-program.
All positions require a valid
KY driver's license. Experi·
ence with disadvantaged
youth, preferred. Teachera for
science, math, English, aocial
stuches, foreign languages.
Bachelor's degree in
education and valid 9-12
teaching certificate required.
Resident Advisors must be at
least 21 years of age and
have completed two or more
yeara of college with at least
a 2.5 G.P-.A. Excellent
documentation and
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Produced by 7be Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.- Clearly the Best!

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-1608
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~Hair Studio
1617 Hwy 121 Bypass

753 - 3688

* 2 New Stylist *
Takina Bomar & Patty Knott
(formerly of Hair Art)

Walk-ins Welcome
812

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further information dial

Health Line

762•3809
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
-..;a. ,~--..-
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<Wh.untCt

753-3333

MSU

THRU Mar. 17
No purchaM neceuary, mu• t be
21. Compl.t. rut.. at Merv
Griffin~ Landing.

Discounts
on Tanning
Packages
Choose your own
discount on lotions
with purchase of
Month U nlimited for
$50.

800·919·5905

New shipment of swim
suits & T-shirts.
Purchase 15 visits for
$35 and get a free
sample of lotion.

ONE FREE ENTRY
PER DAY

Reservations Required on Saturdays & Holidays
Across from Paducah, KY, where 1-24 meets the
Ohio River (Exit 37).

"Murray's Premiere
Tannin g Salon"
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While most would see the
new system as a benefit to
honor students, Honors Society
president Mike Arnett, sophomore from Murray, offers a different perspective.
"I appreciate the grading
scale as it is now," Arnett said.
"As much work as we put in, I
think a 4.0 should be rewarded
for the amount of work it
requires."
As it is now, everyone benefits. The only person who would

be benefiting from the new sys- to keep a rea 1 high grade point
tem would be the one with average. If 91's and 92's start
higher grades. Granted, that's becoming 3.8's, that will wind
how society views things. But up hurting me."
why can't both people come out
Mike Boulds, senior from
ahead...
Eldorado, Ill., said he also
Honors student Bo Barron, prefers the current system.
freshman from Owensboro ,
"I think they should keep the
said the new system would grading system the way they
aflect him in a negative way.
have it," he said. "It will do the
"From where I stand, it would opposite to a person who
hurt me," he said. "1\ty type of worked hard and struggled to
student makes A's, but a lot of get a B, then you're going to
them are real close. I'm trying give him a B-."

college use the campus for skateboarding, Green said these people
were not the problem.
"If we have a problem with them we just call their parents," he
said.
Because of the problems that have materialized on campus,
Green said that Public Safety officers wilJ now confiscate skate-

boards of people who are disregarding previous warnings.
Students who have a skateboard confiscated by a Public Safety
officer may pick up their property at the Public Safety office at the
end of the semester.
While the primary concern right. now is for the use of skateboards, Green also noted that he is concerned about roller bladers.
The same policy will be applied to people who choose that form
of transportation as well he said.
"They are here for an education, not a joy ride," Green said.

RESPONSE
Continued from Page 1

Sophomore Chad Beckett,
from Princeton, likes the new
system because of its possible
benefits.
"If you have an 89, that's
going to mean more points," he
said. "If you come that close to
an A, you should get more credit. Your getting deducted for
that when you come that close."

PUBLIC SAFETY
Continued from Page 1

Still, others see it as an
advantage.
"I think it would have some
positive affects," said Christy
Wilson,
freshman
from
Eldorado, Ill. "That plus or
minus could help your grade
point average. If you're on the
borderline, that's really going
to help you out."
Mike Brackatt, freshman
from Louisville, ::.aid he thinks
students will gain points from
thE: proposed system.

"I think it would help because
the more you can get, the better
off your GPA will be," he said.
Before being voted upon by
the school's academic council
on Feb. 22, committee moderator Marlene Campbell said the
academic policies committee
\vill conduct two meetings to
finalize the proposal.
"It needs to be discus::;ed," she
said. "We need to have these
opening hearings on it."

ALL STUCK UP

Quayle coming to Murray
STAff RlPORT

Former vice president, Dan
Quayle, will present a lecture
here on Tuesday, Feb. 27.
Quayle will speak at 7:30
p.m. m Lovett Auditorium.
Tickets for the lecture are $6
for the general public and $4
for students with a valid MSU
I.D.
Admission . is by reserved
seating only. Tickets are currently on sale in the Student
Government Office in the
Curris Center.
Quayle served as the 44th
vice president of the United
States under former President

~

George Bush from 1989 to
1993.
While serving as vice president he was a statutory member of the national Security
Council, the first chairman of
the National Space Council and
head . of the Council on
Competitiveness.
He began his career in public
service in 1971 as an investigator of the Consumer Protection
Division of the Indiana
Attorney General's Office.
Later that year, he became·
an administrative assistant to
Gov. Edgar Whitcomb.
He served on year as the
director of the Inheritance Tax

Division of the Indiana
Department of Revenue.
A Republican, Quayle was
elected to Congress from
Indiana's Fourth Congressional
District, defeating an eightterm incumbent.
In 1980, 33-year-old Quayle
became the youngest United
States senator ever elected by
the state of Indiana. He was
reelected in 1978.
While serving in the Senate,
Quayle's legislative interest
centered on defense, arms control,
labor
and
human
resources. In 1982, he authored
the Job Training Partnership
Act with Massachusetts Sen.

Edward Kennedy.
A native of Indiana, Quayle
graduated
from
Depauw
University with a degree in
political science.
He was a member of the
Indiana National Guard from
1969 to 1975. While with the
guard, he earned a law degree
from Indiana University, later
practicing law with his wife,
Marilyn, and also worked as
associate publisher of his family's newspaper; the Huntington
Herald-Press.
Quayle's lecture is being
sponsored by the University
Center Board.
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•Jackets
•Warmups
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Editor

Mary Ann Dorris, senior from Paducah, and Sean Coleman,

Men-Women-Children

